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Winner of the prestigious Paul A. Samuelson Award for scholarly writing on lifelong financial
security, John Cochrane's Asset Pricing now appears in a revised edition that unifies and brings
the science of asset pricing up to date for advanced students and professionals. Cochrane
traces the pricing of all assets back to a single idea—price equals expected discounted payoff—
that captures the macro-economic risks underlying each security's value. By using a single,
stochastic discount factor rather than a separate set of tricks for each asset class, Cochrane
builds a unified account of modern asset pricing. He presents applications to stocks, bonds, and
options. Each model—consumption based, CAPM, multifactor, term structure, and option
pricing--is derived as a different specification of the discounted factor.The discount factor
framework also leads to a state-space geometry for mean-variance frontiers and asset pricing
models. It puts payoffs in different states of nature on the axes rather than mean and variance of
return, leading to a new and conveniently linear geometrical representation of asset pricing
ideas.Cochrane approaches empirical work with the Generalized Method of Moments, which
studies sample average prices and discounted payoffs to determine whether price does equal
expected discounted payoff. He translates between the discount factor, GMM, and state-space
language and the beta, mean-variance, and regression language common in empirical work and
earlier theory.The book also includes a review of recent empirical work on return predictability,
value and other puzzles in the cross section, and equity premium puzzles and their resolution.
Written to be a summary for academics and professionals as well as a textbook, this book
condenses and advances recent scholarship in financial economics.

“The concepts espoused in this book taught us to focus on how we deliver superior value to our
customers, and thereby enabled pricing strategies that have driven both our growth and
profitability.”Scott Heekin-CanedyPresident and General ManagerThe New York Times “…a
roadmap to profitable growth, this book helps you put the theories intopractice and deliver
measurable results.”Mark A. KopelmanVice President, Strategy and MarketingRR
Donnelley “Concepts described in this book were instrumental in helping us align our offerings
with the value they provide to our customers.”Keith Bradley, PresidentIngram Micro, North
America “Most executives name pricing as their major challenge and major weakness. This
book is an answer. It is full of new ideas and insights.”Philip KotlerNorthwestern University “For
nearly two decades, this book has been the most influential and highly regarded reference
among pricing professionals.”Eric Mitchell, PresidentThe Professional Pricing Society     
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Phil Maurice, “The best. Upon recommendation by a friend of the author, I ordered this book
through amazon. I read the entire book from cover to cover in a month. I am onto my second
pass through the book.Cochrane organizes pricing theories from CAPM to APT to derivative
pricing, all of which I have learned through disparate sources, around a central theme:
consumption based pricing theory. Then he goes on explaining the equivalence among these
pricing theories, and indicate situations where these theories may best be used.The author
balances the theory with equal emphasis on empirical studies, from estimation methods to
common pricing models, especially the Fama-French model. He also shares with us intuitive
discussions of value factors, forecasting power of dividend/price ratios and the puzzling
momentum factors.What is especailly good about this book, I found, at least for myself, is how
the author manages a casual style without losing rigor and focus. The author in 500+ pages
review as well as explore vast amount of financial literature and present it to us in a clear and
unified fashion. Another aspect I particularly like is that the author probably has students or
people without finance ph.d.s in mind when he explains common but potentially confusing
terminologies used in different segments of academic research.Cochrane sketches out proofs
for most of theorems and corollaries. Perhaps it is not the purpose of this book, and should not
be required of it as such, that detail proofs be provided. Those can be found in references listed
at the end of the book.Overall I highly recommend this book to people who are interested in
asset pricing theories as well as practice. Minimal advanced mathematics is sufficient, such as
calculus and linear algebra.”

Jana Nikandrova, “Mentor recommended. What is especailly good about this book, I found, at
least for myself, is how the author manages a casual style without losing rigor and focus. The
author in 500+ pages review as well as explore vast amount of financial literature and present it
to us in a clear and unified fashion.”

Jair Ojeda Joya, “Excellent for Economists. It's a very good introduction to both theoretical and
empirical financial economics. Despite readers need to have a good background on
macroeconomics and econometrics,after reading this book they will be able to understand the
most recent articles by Cochrane, Campbell, Shiller and all the younger researchers who are
doing theoretical and empirical research on the determinants of not only stocks prices but also
for bonds, options and exchange rates. This book might not be useful for somebody who what to
learn about the analysis and trading of financial instruments on a daily basis.”

MadMaximillion, “A Must-Read for anyone in Asset Pricing. This book is inredibly insightful. A
professor of mine recommended this to me, saying this book is as good as a Master's degree in
asset pricing, and he was right.”



KH Cho, “Five Stars. hard to read and understand but one of the best book in APT”

Federico Cuevas, “Great Book. It provides the reader with a solid .... Great Book. It provides the
reader with a solid understanding of asset pricing theory. The layout of it's contents is very well
designed.Maybe it would be nice to have more applications, and examples.”

Peggy N., “Excellent. Excellent”

Ho Yan Chan, “Five Stars. great”

Kadis Giorgos, “Perfect. Perfect”

Yuxi Chen, “Five Stars. good book”

Claus, “Sehr gut!. Didaktisch sehr gut aufgebaut,schafft Zusammenhänge zwischen
dengrundliegenden Ansätzen der Asset Pricing Literatur.Die meisten Übungsaufgaben lassen
sich mit denvorangegangenen Kapiteln bearbeiten,doch erwarte ich von einem gutem
Lehrbuch,dass Lösungen mitgeliefert werden,zumal es manches Mal zu ambivalenter
Auffassung derFragestellung kommen kann. Wenn bestimmte Vorkenntnisse fehlen.Daher büßt
das Buch einen Stern ein.”

The book by Thomas T. Nagle has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 77 people have provided feedback.
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